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Bertrand Russell on Human Nature, Construction vs. Destruction, and Science as a Key to Democracy. On the art of
acquiring â€œa high degree of.

In the conclusion of his book on the future of science he regrets that the triumph of practical science
apparently entails a loss of the sense of wonder, of love of the universe, of those human values that
metaphysics previously provided. If a man knew what he was after in seeking the answer to a problem, then
there was no problem to answer. Yet that there is a connection with desire seems also plain. Dr Ewing holds
that if in a given case the philosopher's experience is better than the musical, that means that it is more fitting
to favour it. If the reverse holds, the choice will similarly go to music. First, ethical statements are not
fact-stating though they seem to be so when expressed in indicative mood. Russell the secularist does not stop
at quietism. We saw long ago that the goodness of music or love does not lie in an abstract quality, identical in
both, which somehow attach to them. Philosophical Essays The first mature exposition of Russell's ethical
views is found in "The Elements of Ethics," an essay in his book Philosophical Essays  Prima facie, according
to Russell, anything we all desire is good and anything we all dread is bad. He knows, that is, the conditions
that must be fulfilled, and this knowledge both governs the course of his seeking, and enables him to identify
the answer when it comes. If knowledge is a good at all, then, other things equal, the more of it the better. And
these budding satisfactions shape his desires. There is no trouble in distinguishing the water you give to the
plant from the later growth to which it contributes. Neither could be understood in separation from the other.
Much of life is a seeking for we know not what. Plainly the process is governed by purpose, but by a purpose
that only defines itself in the course of its realization. Our life is governed not only by facts, but by hopes; the
kind of truthfulness which sees nothing but facts is a prison for the human spirit. Moore to non-cognitivism
similar to Ayer , but Russell's ethical ideas did not remain the same throughout his philosophical career. Some
of these adventures turn out well, that is, they provide experiences that satisfy; and when the opportunity
comes to have them again, the impulse is strengthened by its past success. I cannot accept this view. All moral
rules must be tested by examining whether they tend to realize ends that we desire. Reason is not a cause of
action but only a regulator. Irrespective of details, both Moore and Russell regard consequences or results as
of vital importance for judging an action as right or wrong. In a related meditation, Russell articulates
beautifully something ineffable yet essential, something we too frequently forget, of which a dear friend
recently reminded me , and writes: Construction and destruction alike satisfy the will to power, but
construction is more difficult as a rule, and therefore gives more satisfaction to the person who can achieve it.
No actual good is absolute, if that means one in which we should be contented to rest permanently. You would
never know from these that Russell held theories of human nature; that he repeatedly from at least into the late
s advanced utopian proposals for the future; and that he passionately advocated the value of philosophy and
the philosophic life in more traditional terms, that is, as a road to happiness and wisdom. As he says, "it gives
moments of delight, but these are outweighed by years of effort and depression. As in Religion and Science,
Russell is also at pains to emphasize that our desires are not "irrational" just because we cannot give any
reason for them. From the outset the stream of consciousness has a direction, and does not merely meander; it
is carried along by seekings and strivings. Thus, Russell is led to the conclusion that there is more agreement
among humankind as to the effects that we should aim than as to the kinds of acts that are approved. Most
people have at least heard of the new discoveries, if only through their daily paper. There is no real paradox
here. Tolstoy would have us judge a poem by its moral influence, Lenin by its utility in the class struggle.
Some think it means a simple indefinable character, the same in all good things.


